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A New Approach to Auto- Enrolled 
Pensions 

1. Introduction 

The brief for the Redington prize is “to propose a system, or reform to the current system, which 
would deliver a low-cost affordable pension to the majority of the population …” This paper meets the 
brief by proposing a reform to the UK’s current auto-enrolment (AE) system, which delivers more than 
50% better value for members, and can be extended to improve outcomes for retirees under DB and 
non-AE DC arrangements. It will transform the world of pensions as profoundly and permanently as 
passive investing transformed the world of investments, raising investment returns, lowering 
expenses, and removing an entire swathe of advisor costs. By shifting the investment focus from 
short-term returns to sustainable returns over a 50-year plus investment horizon, it will ensure that 
investment is premised on societal needs and the green transition.1 

Two essential requirements for “a low-cost affordable pension” are low costs and high investment 
returns. The UK’s current AE system goes some way towards achieving both goals, but it falls short in 
key areas: 

• The “low expenses” criterion is satisfied pre-retirement, but not post-retirement.   High charges 
are far too common in drawdown products. Also, most retirees, especially those unfamiliar with 
the stock market – who comprise the vast majority of AE members- need regular investment 
advice in retirement. The high fixed cost of advice can cause a significant drag on investment 
returns, particularly for the less well-off. 

• High investment returns come from investing in equities2. Expected3 returns from equities are 
approximately 4% a year4 more than from bonds.   Currently, AE default funds aim to capture 
the high returns by investing heavily in equities when members are young, but “lifestyling” 
means transferring a significant portion of members’ funds to bonds and cash in the lead-in to 
retirement, when account values are at their highest and have the highest earnings potential5.  
Cautious investment strategies and consequently lower expected investment returns normally 
continue all through retirement, possibly for 30 years or more. At the extreme, annuities imply 
100% in bonds.  Typically, the reduction in expected returns post-retirement is most marked for 
the less well-off, who can least afford the volatile luxury of equity investment. As a pension 
consultant once remarked to the author: 

“It’s fine for an affluent retired old professional like you to put your trust in equities, but 
less affluent pensioners cannot afford that luxury:  they must take less risk and invest a 
significant portion of their funds in bonds.” 

 
1 Appendix 2 sets out how the proposal meets other requirements of the brief. 
2 The term “equities” is used throughout as shorthand for assets offering equity-like returns and volatility; similarly, “bonds” is 
shorthand for assets offering bond-like returns and volatility. 
3 The adjective “expected” is used throughout in the mathematical sense of probability-weighted outcome. 
4 The equity risk premium (ERP) is discussed on pages 16 to 20 of the paper:  https://web.actuaries.ie/sites/default/files/2021-  
01/AE%20paper%20for%20SAI%20CFagan%206%20Jan%202021.pdf  
5 One indicator of the relative importance of investment return at different ages is that the expected investment return in a single 
year for an older lifelong contributor could exceed total expected returns in the first ten years for a new joiner. 
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The smoothed equity approach to AE proposed in this paper addresses these shortcomings. 
Members will remain in the smoothed scheme for life. It will have just one pooled fund, for both active 
and retired members6, which will be invested entirely in equities. A key innovation is that all member 
transactions with the scheme, without exception, will be at smoothed values rather than at market 
values. Smoothed values will be determined by an objective formula that averages market values 
over long periods, and which factors in the expected higher returns from equities. Details of how 
smoothing will operate are set out later in the paper. 

Smoothing transforms the volatility of investment returns, as the following charts show: 

 

Figure 1, which shows positive smoothed returns every month for the UK market for the 30 years 
1990 to 2019, illustrates how smoothing reduces the volatility of returns to such an extent that 
members (and administrators) will be able to view pension accounts like high-interest deposit 
accounts. Figure 2, which graphs the cumulative market and smoothed returns of figure 1, shows that 
smoothing achieves that goal without departing significantly from market values in the long run. 

Insisting that members transact with the scheme at smoothed rather than market values completely 
changes the investment challenge.   At present, the aim is to meet investment objectives at individual 
contributor level, e.g., to de-risk in the run-in to retirement, so that assets can be sold at reasonably 
predictable prices when members start claiming gratuities and pensions.   Under the              
proposed smoothed approach, trustees will look at the fund as a whole, and see that cashflows will be 
positive for 30 years or more, and that investments won’t have to be sold for years, possibly for 
decades, after that (because investment income will cover the excess of outgo over income for many 
years after cashflows turn negative).  Negative cashflows at individual contributor level will be dealt 
with by transferring between members at smoothed values. Accordingly, the trustees will mandate 
investment managers to seek assets that will deliver real returns over a 50-year plus investment 
horizon. 

Stipulating that assets be invested entirely in equities and that members transact with the scheme at 
smoothed rather than market values has a number of other advantages: 

• Smoothing eliminates the lottery that market fluctuations bring to decisions on retirement date, 
etc. Members retiring just after a stock market crash will have almost identical entitlements to 
those retiring just before it. 

 
6 The scheme will have the legal form of a public corporation, run independently for members by a board of trustees. 
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• Investing 100% in equities means significantly higher investment returns on average, particularly 
post-retirement. At current interest rates, retired members can expect to earn c6% a year in the 
smoothed fund versus c2% from an annuity (assuming a 4% ERP)7. 

• The strategy of investing entirely in equities at all times eliminates the risk of having to move 
funds pro-cyclically from equities to bonds in falling markets, with the possibility of exacerbating 
the fall, as could happen in a “With-Profits” type arrangement. 

• A low weighting for current market value in the smoothing formula allows more investment in less 
liquid assets, for which reliable market values may not always be available, than would be 
possible with marked-to-market unit-linked funds. 

• Much reduced volatility of returns means that members will be able to view their pension accounts 
like deposit accounts. This will allow much greater flexibility in dealing with life’s uncertainties, 
e.g., early or late retirement, part-time work, long-term care, increased longevity. The details are 
discussed in Section 2 and Appendix 2. 

• Investing exclusively in “real” assets means that retired members will have better inflation 
protection than if funds were invested entirely or significantly in bonds. 

• Investment adviser costs will be eliminated, because pension accounts will remain invested in the 
smoothed fund post-retirement. Advisers add value by matching asset mix to individual risk 
appetites.   Smoothing severs the link between risk and return, so no decisions will be required 
under this heading, and consequently no costs incurred. 

Another innovation, discussed in Section 5, will allow retired members to protect against the risk of 
outliving their savings, without having to sacrifice any of their capital (as would be required for 
annuities), and without losing the benefit of high returns and low charges in the smoothed fund. 

The proposal to use smoothed rather than market values poses a number of challenges, which are 
explored in later sections. Before considering the challenges, it is worth bearing in mind that the 
smoothed approach recognises a fundamental truth, namely, that a slavish belief in the pre- eminence 
of market values at all times is misguided, particularly for AE pensions. 

• For most quoted companies, their underlying businesses are far less volatile than is implied by 
fluctuations in their share prices. To illustrate, the author is a long-standing investor in Phoenix 
Group Holdings.  For the last ten years at least, the dividend has been maintained or increased 
each year8.  Dividend increases have averaged over 4% a year, and management has indicated 
that the dividend is safe for the next 20 years at least. Despite the business’s stability and the 
positive prognosis, the dividend yield is 8.3%9, compared with 2.2% on gilts10. The share price 
also oscillates wildly: in the last three years alone, it has fluctuated between 78% and 131% of the 
current price, a 53% swing. It is impossible to rationalise such volatility for a stable business. To 
quote John Maynard Keynes, the fluctuations are no more than “bubbles on a steady stream of 
enterprise” and should be of little interest to long-term investors. The smoothed equity approach 
recognises this fact. 

• An AE scheme can expect positive cash flows for decades into the future, so sharp falls in market 
values should be seen not as bad news but as opportunities for trustees to acquire assets 

 
7 Both estimates are before charges. 
8 Adjusting for rights issues. 
9 Based on the closing price of 599.4p on 11 May 2022. 
10 Suggesting (but of course by no means proving) an ERP well in excess of the 4% assumed in this paper. 
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cheaply for members.  The detailed proposals in this paper exploit that fact, while also 
recognising that assets must be sold eventually at market prices prevailing at time of sale. 

• The fact that smoothed values will sometimes be above, sometimes below, market values means 
that strict rules will be needed to prevent financially astute members from exploiting differences 
between smoothed and market values to their advantage - and of necessity to other members’ 
disadvantage, since the scheme’s mutual status means that gains by one group must be 
balanced by losses by another: there will be no government backstop or guarantee. 

• Section 2 (page 5) looks at the rules required to minimise this risk, and the feasibility of enforcing 
them. 

• Section 3 (page 8) sets out the proposed smoothing formula. 

• Section 4 (page 14) explores how the scheme’s long-term stability and durability can be ensured. 

• Section 5 (page 17) addresses the challenge of longevity. 

• Section 6 (page 20) studies how the smoothing parameters will be set. Section 7 (page 23) is the 
concluding section. 

• Appendix 1 (page 26) estimates the added value under the smoothed approach. 

• Appendix 2 (page 28) sets out how the proposal meets the brief from the Institute and Faculty of 
Actuaries. 

2. Members Transact with the Scheme at Smoothed rather than Market Values 

As noted above, the proposed scheme will have just one pooled fund, which will be invested entirely 
in growth assets (‘equities’).  All member transactions with the fund will be at smoothed values rather 
than market values. The challenges posed by this rule, and how they will be surmounted, are 
analysed below for the four possibilities: 

• Contributions artificially increased when smoothed value is less than market value (i.e., members 
want to contribute more when smoothed values are below market values). 

• Withdrawals artificially reduced when smoothed value is less than market value (i.e., members 
want to avoid selling when smoothed values are below market values). 

• Withdrawals artificially increased when smoothed value is above market value (i.e., members 
want to accelerate exit plans when smoothed values exceed market values). 

• Contributions artificially reduced, or cease entirely, when smoothed value exceeds market value 
(i.e., continuing and new members try to avoid buying into the fund at greater than market value).  
This is the most challenging scenario. 

• Contributions artificially increased when smoothed value less than market value. 
Contributions to the proposed scheme (from employees and employers) will be a fixed 
percentage of qualifying earnings.  Additional voluntary contributions (AVC’s) will be prohibited: 
they must be effected through a separate arrangement. Also, since AE is aimed primarily at 
lower-paid workers, with an upper limit on qualifying earnings, the risk is minimal of earnings 
being artificially inflated to exploit situations where smoothed values are less than market values. 
There will also be a prohibition on transfers into the scheme. Thus, the risk is minimal of 
contributions being artificially increased when smoothed values are less than market values. 
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• Withdrawals artificially reduced when smoothed value less than market value. Funds may 
only be withdrawn at or after retirement or on death. The rules will stipulate that (say) 25% must 
be taken as a gratuity at retirement and the other (say) 75% taken in the form of regular (monthly) 
instalments from retirement onwards11.   They will also specify minimum and maximum regular 
withdrawal percentages in retirement12, with strict rules on when and how the withdrawal amount 
can be varied, e.g., it may be increased or reduced to deal with changed personal circumstances 
such as cessation of part-time work, commencement of state pension, death of a spouse, 
changes in price levels, long-term care, but not to exploit differences between smoothed and 
market values.  These provisions minimise the risk of withdrawals being artificially reduced when 
smoothed values are less than market values, while still allowing retirees considerable flexibility to 
deal with life’s vicissitudes. In theory, there is a risk of workers deferring retirement in order to 
avoid taking the gratuity when smoothed value is less than market value, but the risk is low, 
especially since most members will be lower paid and will have little choice on date of retirement. 

• Withdrawals artificially increased when smoothed value greater than market value This is the 
opposite risk to that outlined in (ii), and the same rules address it. Under this heading, it should be 
noted that members who decide to leave the smoothed scheme will not be allowed to take 
transfer values. Their accumulated funds must remain in the scheme, to be paid on eventual 
retirement or death on the same terms as continuing members.  The ‘no transfers out’ provision 
may prove contentious, but any member concerns under this heading will be allayed by the 
assurance that expense charges will be lower and expected long-term returns higher than in a 
conventional DC pension13. 

• Contributions reduce or cease entirely when smoothed value exceeds market value As noted 
above, this is the most challenging of the four scenarios, because workers will always have the 
option of leaving the smoothed scheme. The scheme’s viability will be placed at risk if significant 
numbers cease contributions whenever smoothed value exceeds market value. It is reasonable to 
ask why new contributors should join, or existing contributors stay, if smoothed value exceeds 
market value (expected to be the case close to 50% of the time), given that they could buy the 
same assets for less through a conventional DC arrangement.  The answer is that the smoothed 
scheme offers better value, to such an extent that it justifies paying substantially more than 
market value to buy into it. 

• The three sources of added value are: 

• Higher expected investment returns, at low volatility, from remaining fully invested in equities 
all through retirement and in the lead-in to retirement, when ‘lifestyling’ shifts a significant 
portion of members’ savings to cash and bonds. 

• No need for investment advice, pre- or post-retirement, thus eliminating a cost that can be a 
severe drag on returns, particularly for members with small pension pots. 

 
11 The actual percentage allowed to be taken in cash at retirement doesn’t matter. What does matter is that there can be no 
optionality: members must take the specified percentage (with de minimis provisions). In practice, the retirement gratuity may 
be limited to a maximum of (say) 1½ times’ earnings. For reasons explained in Appendix 1, this will favour the smoothed 
approach. 
12 Suggested minimum and maximum percentages are 3% and 8% of smoothed value respectively, with higher maxima over 
age 80. These percentages are not written in stone. The higher the regular withdrawal amount, the greater the risk of running 
out of money prematurely. This risk is discussed in detail in Section 5. 
13 The expense charge under the smoothed AE scheme will be expressed as a flat percentage of funds under management, 
and no discount for large accounts. Therefore, members who have left will be charged the same percentage of AUM as 
continuing members. There will be no penalty for leaving the scheme. 
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• Lower costs, mainly from members being charged group rather than individual rates for 
administration and investment management post-retirement. Costs pre- retirement will also be 
lower under the smoothed scheme than under a conventional DC scheme. 

• It is estimated (Appendix 1) that young contributors will enjoy up to 70% better value in the 
smoothed scheme than in a conventional DC pension which employs a ‘lifestyle’ investment 
strategy pre-retirement, and is invested 50% in bonds, 50% in equities post- retirement.  In other 
words, the smoothed AE scheme is a better option even if the smoothed value is up to 170% of 
market value. This estimate assumes a 4% equity risk premium. The breakeven ratio falls to 
approximately 150% of market value if the assumed equity risk premium is 3%.  It also reduces 
with age, falling to 133% shortly before retirement assuming a 4% equity risk premium, and to 
128% assuming a 3% equity risk premium. 

• The smoothed fund calculations in Section 3 show that there is a very small risk of smoothed 
value exceeding 150% of market value at any time, so the risk is minimal of younger workers 
ceasing contributions when smoothed value exceeds market value. The risk is marginally higher 
for older workers, but the impact on smoothed returns of older workers ceasing contributions 
when smoothed value exceeds market value by a 

• significant margin will be negligible, even if they behave ultra-rationally, which is unlikely in the 
real world, for reasons discussed in Sections 3 and 7. 

• An additional safeguard to dissuade contributors from leaving when smoothed value exceeds 
market value will be to insist that, if they leave the smoothed scheme, they will not be allowed to 
re-join for at least (say) three years. 

It is important to emphasise that the above considerations do not apply for workers who are 
prepared to accept the volatility of stock markets or who believe that they (or their advisers) have 
an edge in forecasting market movements. If someone is comfortable investing close to 100% in 
equities pre- and post-retirement, then the advantages of smoothing don’t apply, or apply to a 
lesser extent.  Workers in this category will typically be above-average earners and will probably 
also be comfortable making their own allocations to different asset classes and individual shares, 
before and after retirement. Thus, they are unlikely to have joined the smoothed AE scheme in the 
first place, preferring instead a pension which allows them to make their own asset allocation 
decisions. 
 
Workers in this category have no relevance to this paper. The vast majority of workers, especially 
the lower-paid, who are the primary beneficiaries of AE, are not in this position. They are happy to 
have investment decisions made for them, as evidenced by the fact that close to 99% of NEST14 

members opt for the default investment strategy. 

The above analysis indicates that it will be possible to insist that members transact with the 
scheme at smoothed rather than market values, and that the scheme’s financial stability will not be 
placed at risk when smoothed values depart from market values, assuming that the formula for 
calculating smoothed values is seen to be fair to different categories and generations of members - 
old and young; active and retired; early and late joiners - and that smoothed values don’t stray too 
far from market values. These challenges are addressed in the following sections. 

 

 
14 National Employment Savings Trust 
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3. The Smoothing Formula  

The smoothing formula in this section achieves the key objective of ensuring that smoothed value 
equates to market value on average, without systematically favouring or disadvantaging any particular 
group or cohort of members. 

Assuming monthly calculations15, the smoothed fund valuation at month t assigns a weighting (p) to 
that month’s market value and a weighting (1-p) to the previous month’s smoothed value increased by 
the expected long-term return, and adding cashflows in the month. The ratio p is fixed from the outset 
and cannot be varied subsequently.16 

Algebraically, the calculation is as follows: 
 
• SVt = CFt + p * (MVt - CFt) + (1-p) * SVt-1 * (1+it-1), 

 
Where: 
 
• SVt  is smoothed value in month t. 

• CFt  is cashflow in month t. 

• p is weighting for current market value in the smoothing formula. 

• MVt is market value in month t (including cashflow, CFt). 

• It is the expected (monthly) long-term return on the scheme’s assets at time t. 

At the extremes: 
 
• if p = 1, SVt = CFt + (MVt, -CFt) = MVt, as expected. 

• if p = 0, SVt = CFt + SVt-1 * (1+it-1), also as expected. 

Trial and error indicate that an appropriate value for “p” is between 1% and 1.5%.  A value for “p” of 
1% is assumed in this paper.  The implications of varying it are explored in Section 6.  The paper also 
assumes that “it”, the expected long-term return (including the Equity Risk Premium) assumed in the 
smoothing formula will remain constant at 4% per annum (0.33% a month). The implications of 
varying this assumption are also explored in Section 6. 

Table 1 below shows smoothed fund calculations for the scheme’s first six months, for a notional 
scheme start date of 1 January 2020, assuming cashflows and market returns as per the table. The 
market returns shown are actual returns on the FTSE All-Share Index in the period.17   Prices fell 
sharply between January and March 2020 as markets reacted to the spread of COVID-19, then 
recovered in the next three months. The calculations also assume that the smoothing formula gives a 
1% weighting to current market value and assumes a long-term return (including ERP) of 0.33% a 
month (4% a year). 

 
15 For conventional DC pension arrangements, fund values are normally calculated daily. For the smoothed fund, monthly or 
even quarterly valuations will suffice because of the low weighting for current market value in the smoothing formula and 
consequent low volatility of quoted returns. 
16 The implications of this stipulation are discussed in Section 6. 
17 In practice, returns will be reduced by the management charge. This detail is ignored. 
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Cashflows are assumed to grow from 10 in the first month (Jan 2020) to 20 in month 2 (Feb 2020), 30 
in month 3 (Mar 2020), etc. This pattern of cashflows is broadly consistent with how cashflows might 
be expected to grow in the early months as the new smoothed AE scheme is rolled out. 

 
 
The table shows monthly market returns varying from a low of -15.1% (March 2020) to a high of 
+4.9% (April 2020), a range from lowest to highest of 20%.  Smoothed returns for the same period 
vary from a low of +0.13% (March 2020) to a high of +0.33% (June 2020).  The range from lowest to 
highest is 0.20%, or one-hundredth of the range for unsmoothed returns.   The ratio of smoothed to 
market value ranges from a high of 124% at end March 2020 to 100% at end June. 

This example shows the virtues of smoothing, especially for workers unaccustomed to the volatility of 
stock markets. The vast majority of AE contributors are in this category.  The paper makes no attempt 
to quantify the psychological benefits of lower volatility; they are discussed however on pages 16-17 
of the paper referenced in the footnote18. 

Another example of smoothed fund calculations, this time over a longer period, gives similar results. 
Table 2 below assumes a hypothetical scheme start date of 1 January 2000 and the same pattern of 
cashflows, i.e., increasing arithmetically in the early years as the scheme is rolled out. This assumed 
scheme start date is challenging: 1 January 2000 marked the end of the dotcom boom and the start of 
the subsequent bust. Markets fell sharply for the next three years before recovering. 

Smoothed and market returns for the scheme’s first six years, with smoothed returns calculated in 
exactly the same manner as in Table 1, are as follows: 

 

Over the six-years, market returns span a 45% range (from a low of -23% in 2002 to a high of +22% 
in 2005) compared to a 6% range for smoothed returns (+1% in 2002; +7% in 2005). At the end of the 
period, the smoothed value is 83% of market value, but it was well above market value for much of 
the period. By end September 2002, markets had fallen more than 40% since 1 January 2000; 

 
18 https://web.actuaries.ie/sites/default/files/2021- 

01/AE%20paper%20for%20SAI%20CFagan%206%20Jan%202021.pdf  
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smoothed values had increased by more than 7% over the same period, and the ratio of smoothed to 
market value was 140%. 

The key question asked by critics is whether, in this hypothetical scenario, new and existing members 
would be happy to contribute to the scheme in September 2002.  One critic jibed: 

“Pensioners needn't worry if the market drops because they won't be paid by selling their 
investments at low prices. They will get paid by taking cash from incoming contributions and 
giving more of that cash to pensioners than their investments have actually earned. (No, it's 
not a Ponzi scheme.) Investors needn't worry that their cash isn't being used to buy 
investments because they are being credited with notional investments at a higher value than 
the fund actually holds. (No, really, it's NOT a Ponzi scheme.)” 

Yet this is precisely what is happening in the above example.  Members retiring in September 2002 
are being paid 140% of market value. New joiners and continuing contributors at that date are buying 
from them at that inflated price. The analysis of Appendix 1 indicates that, in this scenario, young to 
middle-aged workers will readily agree to the trade, because the ratio of smoothed to market value is 
well below the point at which it would be worthwhile for them to move to a market- based 
arrangement. As is also noted in Appendix 1, the breakeven point is lower for someone close to 
retirement, so older workers may be best advised in this hypothetical September 2002 scenario to 
transfer to a market-based arrangement, remembering of course that the rules will stipulate that their 
accumulated savings must remain in the smoothed fund, for eventual payment on the same terms as 
other members, and they will be prohibited from re-joining the smoothed scheme for three years. If 
this scenario were to play out in practice, there is a strong possibility that members close to retirement 
would prefer to remain in the smoothed scheme, seeing that it had delivered 7% growth since January 
2000, and reject the option of moving to a market-based arrangement which had experienced a 40% 
fall over the same period, whatever the theoretical merits of such a move. 

Smoothed values were calculated for the 30 years 1990 to 2019, assuming market movements as   
per the UK’s FTSE All-Share Index, and cashflows growing arithmetically for the first 10 years, 
remaining constant for the next ten years, then reducing arithmetically for the final ten years, reaching 
zero at the end of 30 years. The trapezoid shape of assumed cashflows reflects a likely real- world 
pattern of cashflows as the new AE scheme is rolled out and gradually ages. 

On these assumed cashflows and market movements, and with the same parameters as above for 
the smoothing formula (1% weighting for current market value, 4% pa assumed long-term return), 
smoothed and market indices (adjusted for cashflows) over the 30-year period are as follows: 
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The contrast between the stability of smoothed returns and the volatility of market returns in figure 2 is 
illustrated starkly in figures 1, 3 and 4 below: 
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Figure 3 shows that, over the 30-year period (360 months), market values fell more frequently than 
one month in every three, falling by more than 8% in a month on 10 occasions, by more than 4% in a 
month on 41 occasions.  In contrast, figure 4 shows positive smoothed returns every month for the 
entire period. 

That particular 30-year period was generally good for UK equities. Markets fell sharply on occasion 
(e.g., after the dotcom boom and during the Global Financial Crisis of 2007-09) but the smoothed 
approach copes well with corrections that reverse themselves within a few years. The question is: 
how would it cope with a more prolonged downturn?  The Japanese experience since 1990 provides 
such a test. 

From its all-time high on 31 December 1989, the Japanese market fell precipitously – down 40% in 
1990, down another 25% over the next two years. After three years, the total return index was just 
45% of its starting level.  It staged a partial recovery in the early 2000’s, but suffered a severe relapse 
during the Global Financial Crisis, falling more than half between 2007 and 2009. By January 2013, 
twenty-three years after the initial collapse, the Japanese total return index was less than 40% of its 
starting level.  It recovered strongly in later years but was still only 82% of its January 1990 level by 1 
January 2020. 

Figure 5 shows the progress of Japan’s TOPIX Index with dividends reinvested in the 30 years from 
January 1990 to December 2019. 

 

Assuming the same trapezoid pattern of cashflows as above19 (increasing for ten years, staying 
constant for ten years, then declining through zero after 30 years), the progression of smoothed and 
market indices (adjusted for cashflows) is as follows: 

 
19 The reasonableness of this assumption for both the Japanese and UK markets over that period will be explored in Section 6. 
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The fall in market values in the early years shown in figure 6 is not nearly as severe as that shown in 
figure 5. This is because new cashflows are being invested at lower prices, and the benefits of the 
improved terms are being shared across the membership. Smoothed returns are negative in some 
years (worst calendar year smoothed return is -0.7% in 2009), but the lowest smoothed ten-year 
return is a positive 19.4% (average +1.8% a year, between 2003 and 2012) and the average 
smoothed return over the entire 30-year period is +3.0% a year. These returns are surprisingly good 
against the backdrop of Japanese financial experience in that period, which included periods of 
negative returns, even for bank depositors. 

Figure 2 (smoothed and market returns for the UK) shows that smoothed values can remain below 
market values for long periods; figure 6 (smoothed and market returns for Japan) shows that they can 
remain above market values for long periods. Members contribute over many years and receive an 
income from the fund over many years, so the risk of a systematic bias for or against any particular 
cohort is minimal.  This conclusion rests on the assumption that, in the long-run, periods  of 
undervaluation relative to market value will be broadly balanced by periods of overvaluation. The 
reasonableness of this assumption will be tested in the next section. 

4. Ensuring the scheme’s long-term stability and durability 

Positive cashflows cause the ratio of smoothed to market value to be drawn back towards 100% 
whenever it strays, in either direction.  Algebraically, this is because (S+C)/(M+C) is closer to 100% 
than S/M (S signifies smoothed value, M market value and C cashflow)20. High cashflows relative to 
existing funds in the early years ensure stable smoothed returns in those years, in all market 
conditions. This pattern is clearly discernible in table 3 below, which shows lowest and highest 
smoothed returns for scheme years 1 to 5 for all hypothetical 1 January scheme start dates between 
1/1/1986 and 1/1/2020 and market returns as per the UK’s FTSE All-Share Index. Cashflows are 
assumed to follow the early-years pattern outlined earlier. 

 
20 Ignoring the trivial case where S = M, when the ratio S/M is exactly the same as (S+C)/(M+C), i.e., 100%. 
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The final column of table 3 shows that the range from lowest to highest smoothed return increases 
each scheme year, from 2.0% in the first scheme year (lowest 3.0% for start date 1 January 2008, 
highest 5.0% for start date 1 January 2009) to 5.6% by the fifth scheme year (lowest 1.6% in 2002 for 
a scheme start date of 1 January 1998; highest 7.2% in 1998 for a scheme start date of 1 January 
1994). Especially noteworthy is that smoothed returns are positive in each of the first five years for all 
hypothetical 1 January scheme start dates from 1986. This is a very desirable outcome for workers, 
most of whom will have little or no understanding of the stock market and for whom any fall in the 
value of their investments, however small, would be a cause for concern. As noted earlier, this paper 
steers clear of trying to quantify the psychological benefits of smoothing. 

Positive cashflows are a source of stability, but negative cashflows have the opposite effect, if the 
smoothing approach is left unchanged. Negative cashflows would cause smoothed values to diverge 
from market values, in both directions. Algebraically, this is because (S-C)/(M-C) is further from 100% 
than S/M. 

Positive cashflows are expected for the scheme’s first 30 years or more, but they will eventually turn 
negative. That eventuality must be planned for in advance. 

The challenge posed by negative cashflows is surmounted by stipulating that, when cashflows do 
eventually turn negative, members will still receive smoothed value on exit, calculated in exactly the 
same manner as when cashflows are positive. However, amounts withdrawn from the fund for net 
exits will be calculated at market value, with the excess (if any) of smoothed value over market value 
coming from a separate buffer account.  Similarly, the buffer account will be credited with the excess 
whenever market value exceeds smoothed value for net exits.  Thus, negative cashflows will have no 
impact on the scheme’s financial equilibrium: the ratio of smoothed value to market value will be 
exactly the same immediately before and immediately after funds have been withdrawn.  This begs 
the question: when will the buffer account be established, and how will it be funded? 

The buffer account will only be required when cashflows turn negative, projected for some time after 
year 30. It will be funded from margins in the management charge. Margins will emerge        because 
the management charge for the smoothed scheme will be approximately the same as under the 
current AE regime (0.5% of AUM) but the costs of managing the underlying assets and of 
administering members’ accounts will be lower than at present. This is because there will be just one 
smoothed fund, compared with a multiplicity of unit-linked funds required at present for AE.   For 
example, NEST has 46 unit-linked funds for members who choose the default investment option, one 
for each planned retirement year, as well as specialist funds.  The smoothed fund will be valued once 
a month (possibly less frequently, because of the stability of smoothed returns), compared with daily 
valuations required under the current AE regime. 
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In the long run, the cost of managing assets and administering member accounts in the smoothed 
scheme is estimated at 0.3% of assets under management21, so 0.2% of AUM can be transferred to 
the buffer account each year. 

In the early years, costs will exceed 0.5%, and the shortfall will be covered by borrowings. No 
transfers will be possible in those years. Borrowings in the early years are expected to have been 
repaid by year 15, possibly sooner, and transfers of 0.2% per annum to the buffer account can start 
from that date. The buffer account will be well funded by the time cashflows eventually turn negative, 
sometime after year 30. When cashflows do turn negative, the buffer account will be deployed as 
above to pay any excess of smoothed value over market value or to receive any excess of market 
value over smoothed value for net exits. 

The buffer account cannot be allowed to fall to zero. Projections indicate that this will never  happen, 
assuming transfers as above22.  The 2,000 60-year simulations in the paper referenced in the footnote 
include some extreme outcomes: one shows negative returns on cashflows over the entire 60 years, 
which of course also implies periods of negative smoothed returns. 

An additional safeguard against the buffer account falling to zero is that scheme rules will authorise 
the trustees to increase the management charge (with resulting higher transfers to the buffer account) 
if they believe there is a risk of the buffer account being exhausted at some future date23. Because of 
the very long timescales involved and the stability of projected cashflows (due inter alia to the 
prohibition on transfers), the trustees will be able to anticipate problems years in advance and so will 
have ample time to take corrective action if necessary. A small increase in the management charge, 
of the order of 0.05% a year, should be sufficient to address potential problems well before the 
scheme’s viability could be put at risk. Preliminary analysis indicates that, in the long-term, a reduction 
in the management charge is more likely because of the buffer account getting too large than of it 
being increased because of the buffer account getting too small. 

The long-term ‘steady state’ is for net cashflows to be negative (i.e., claims to exceed contribution 
income), but investment income and capital gains will keep total fund values broadly unchanged in 
real terms.  However, contingency plans must consider the possibility of the scheme closing to new 
entrants at some future date and even of it closing to new contributions from existing members.  In 
either eventuality, net assets will eventually fall to zero. If that were to happen, equity between 
different cohorts would still be maintained by converting entitlements for remaining members to 
guaranteed amounts when the end was in sight and compensating them for the loss of future equity 
participation by crediting them with the remaining balance in the buffer account.  This is the ultimate 
acid test of the scheme’s durability. It passes the test. 

The above measures will ensure the smoothed scheme’s continued durability and fairness, 
irrespective of whether cashflows are positive or negative, and of whether asset values are growing or 
declining. 

 
21 Detailed analysis will be required to confirm this estimate. A priori considerations, which include comparing the number of 
transactions required with those required for unit-linked funds, indicate that, if anything, it overestimates the long-term cost of 
running the smoothed scheme. 
22 Details of the 2,000 simulations, each extending over 60 years, from which this conclusion were derived can be found in 
Section 12 of the paper to the Society of Actuaries in Ireland referenced earlier. 
23 Any increase in the management charge will of course be subject to regulatory approval. 
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5. Addressing the challenge of longevity  

A major challenge for DC pensioners is deciding how much to withdraw from their pension accounts 
each year: take too much and risk outliving their savings; take too little and risk leaving too much for 
the next generation. Life annuities address the longevity risk but have two big drawbacks: 

• Retirees sign away the right to unused capital on death;24 they also lose the right to make 
withdrawals other than through regular annuity payments. Nor can they vary the withdrawal 
amount to deal with changes in personal or family circumstances or changes in price levels25. 

• The implied rate of investment return for the rest of their lives is the return on bonds at time of 
purchase (or less, after factoring in the insurer’s need for margins to cover costs, for longevity and 
investment risks, and to reward regulatory capital). 

The longevity option under the smoothed approach as set out below eliminates these drawbacks 
while still guaranteeing an income for life and allowing retirees to enjoy equity returns until death. 
Members retain full entitlement to their pension accounts and any balance on death is paid to their 
dependents/ estate. They can opt out of longevity protection at any time. 

Members may opt for longevity protection from age 75.  Up to then, they decide what percentage of 
the account to withdraw each year, within specified lower and upper limits (3% and 8% respectively of 
smoothed value were suggested earlier). Then, on reaching 75, they may opt (but are not  obliged) to 
transfer some or all of their account to a “Lifetime Income Fund” (LIF), which will earn a lower return 
than the main smoothed fund.26 The proposed reduction in smoothed return is 2.45% a year, in 
exchange for which members have a right to an income for life, determined as below. 

The amount transferred to the LIF at age 75 will be divided into 15 equal subaccounts. The retiree will 
claim one subaccount each year. On death before age 90 (i.e., before 15 years have elapsed), any 
remaining balances in the subaccounts will be paid to the estate.27 For example, if a retiree dies at 85 
exact, they will have claimed 10 subaccounts and the remaining 5 subaccounts will be paid to their 
estate. 

If the retiree lives to age 90, they will have claimed all 15 subaccounts; there will be nothing left in the 
LIF, and longevity protection will be activated as below. 

From age 90, retirees will receive an additional subaccount each year for the rest of their lives, 
irrespective of how long they live. These ‘bonus’ subaccounts will be paid from a separate “Longevity 
Protection Fund” (LPF), which the trustees will establish and maintain for members’ benefit. The LPF 
will be funded by the 2.45% yearly deductions from smoothed returns from age 75. 

Table 4 below models the workings of the Lifetime Income Fund (LIF) and the Longevity Protection 
Fund on simplified assumptions.  A fixed return of 4.5% a year is assumed for the smoothed fund28, 
implying a return of 2.05% a year on the LIF.  Column 5 shows assumed survivors each year 
from1,000 joiners at age 75: 538 are assumed to survive to 90 and 122 to 100.  These assumed 

 
24 The loss of capital on death can be alleviated but not eliminated by choosing a guaranteed minimum payment period 
(typically five years). This choice has a cost in the form of a lower annuity. 
25 It is possible to buy inflation-linked annuities (for a price) but fixed annuities are the norm. 
26 The likelihood is that retirees will not transfer the entire account balance to the LIF; that they will leave some in the main 
smoothed fund, to provide for a dependent or for a ‘rainy day’. 
27 The rules could include a provision allowing retired members to request that, on death, payments should continue to a named 
beneficiary for the remainder of the 15 years rather than be paid as a lump sum. 
28 This could be expressed as an assumed 1% pa risk-free, plus 4% equity risk premium, less 0.5% management charge. 
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survival rates are much higher than current survival rates at older ages. They allow for a high element 
of self-selection and for significant mortality improvements in future. 

The table indicates that someone who transfers £150,000 to the LIF at age 75 can take £10,000 a 
year for life, increasing by 2.05% a year (column 3) if the model assumptions are realised. In year 15, 
the income per surviving member is £13,420. By year 30 (i.e., if the member survives to 105), the 
annual income is £18,200.  On death before 90, any remaining balance in the LIF is paid to the 
member’s estate, e.g., on death at the end of year 1, £142,870 is paid to their estate. 

Table 4 

 

The final column of table 4 shows the projected growth and decline of the LPF.  In the fifteen years 
from age 75, the LPF grows as new contributions are added (2.45% of account balance each year is 
transferred for survivors from the 1,000 who joined at 75). Payments from the LPF commence from 
age 90 and reduce as the number of survivors from the 538 who reach age 90 declines, until there 
are just 2 survivors at age 107. According to the model, there is still a positive balance in the LPF at 
that date. 

The trustees will be charged with managing the LPF. Subject to regulatory constraints,29 they will be 
allowed to vary the deduction from investment return for the cost of longevity protection if projections 

 
29 One of the main ones being an obligation on trustees to ensure that members’ expectations for the cost of longevity 
protection (e.g., a 2.45% pa deduction from returns) accord with advice from independent experts. 
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for life expectancy change. Increasing longevity may also cause the trustees to increase the age at 
which members join the LIF, to ensure fairness across generations. 

6. Setting Parameters 

Two key objectives of the smoothed approach are: 

• To reduce the incidence of negative smoothed returns, ideally eliminating them completely. (i) 

• To avoid smoothed value diverging so far from market value that contributors would be best 
advised to cease contributing to the scheme. The analysis in Appendix 1 indicates that the 
breakeven point for a young contributor is c170% of market value (assuming a 4% ERP) and is 
lower for older contributors. (ii) 

Looking at the smoothing formula of Section 3: 

SVt = CFt + p * (MVt - CFt) + (1-p) * SVt-1 * (1+it-1), 

objective (i) is achieved by giving a low weighting to current market value (i.e., a low value for “p”), 

while objective (ii) is achieved by assigning a high value to “p”. 

Analysis of the UK market for a notional scheme start date of 1 January 1990, and assuming the 
same trapezoid pattern of cash flows as earlier, indicates that a value for “p” of 1% would have 
delivered positive smoothed returns each month for the entire 30-year period. The ratio of smoothed 
to market value peaks at 142.4% (in January 2003)30, which is well below the point at which the 
analysis of Appendix 1 indicates that it would be worthwhile for young or middle-aged members to 
cease contributing.  Thus, on the evidence of the UK market for that period, a value for “p” of 1% 
would have met both objectives. 

A similar exercise for the Japanese market for the same 30-year period tells a different story.  Using a 
value for “p” of 1%, negative monthly smoothed returns occur not infrequently, and the ratio of 
smoothed to market value peaks at 191.8%, which is well above the point at which the analysis of 
Appendix 1 indicates that it would be worthwhile for members to cease contributing31.  Therefore, the 
pattern of cashflows for Japan would differ from that assumed earlier, so smoothed returns would be 
lower than those indicated in Section 3.  The weighting for current market value in the smoothing 
formula would have to be increased to 9% to bring the peak ratio of smoothed to market value below 
160%.  However, if “p” is increased to this level, many of the advantages of smoothing are lost, and 
negative smoothed returns would occur far too frequently, thus failing to achieve objective (i). 

This paper assumes that the experience of the Japanese market from 1990 is an outlier and can be 
ignored in contingency planning, considering especially that investment managers will have a 
worldwide mandate, that investments will be chosen to deliver good returns over long investment 
horizons, and that the portfolio will be suitably diversified across industries, technologies, 
geographies, etc. Against that backdrop, a value for “p” of 1% can be expected to give reasonable 
results for objectives (i) and (ii).  However, this conclusion must be thoroughly stress-tested. 

In Section 3, it was stated that, once a decision is reached on the weighting for current market value 
in the smoothing formula, that weighting should remain unchanged forever. It is important for the 
integrity of the smoothing approach that members can trust that the formula is tamper-proof. At the 

 
30 The ratio peaks in September 2002 for a scheme start date of January 2000. (See commentary on Table 2.)   
31 It is worth noting however that the worst month for Japan occurs almost 20 years after the initial collapse in 1990 and comes 
in the wake of a market fall of more than 50% between June 2007 and February 2009. 
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same time, it is impossible to know how the world might change in future. Will the value for “p” chosen 
at the outset still be appropriate 50 years from now?  The solution may be to specify a fixed value for 
“p” at the outset, but to schedule a review after (say) 25 years, to confirm if the initial choice is still 
appropriate. Any review will need to be carefully circumscribed and accompanied by an assurance to 
members that no-one will be disadvantaged unreasonably by a change. 

 

Figure 7 compares smoothed indices for the UK from 1990 to 2019, one with a 1% weighting for 
current market value in the smoothing formula, the other with a 1.5% weighting. The graph shows 
that, when markets grow strongly for a sustained period, the gap between the two increases.  This 
can be seen in the period leading up to January 2000 (month 121), again in the period leading up to 
July 2007 (month 211), and most recently in the period leading up to December 2019 (month 360). In 
all cases, subsequent market falls brought the indices closer together. The same would be true in 
reverse if markets were to experience a prolonged fall, and can be seen in the corresponding graph 
for Japan. 

At the point where the ratio of smoothed to market value is at a maximum (January 2003, when the 
ratio tops 140%), the monthly smoothed return (i.e., the rate of change of the smoothed index) is 
marginally negative with p = 1.5%. The slope of the smoothed index, i.e., the smoothed return, 
remains positive throughout with p = 1%. 

Turning now to consider the impact of the long-term return “it” assumed in the smoothing formula: 

SVt = CFt + p * (MVt - CFt) + (1-p) * SVt-1 * (1+it-1), 

In theory, the chosen value of “it” should be the trustees’ best estimate of the expected long-term 
return at time t, composed of the expected risk-free return plus the expected Equity Risk Premium 
(ERP).  Whilst the risk-free component is readily observable in the market, the same is not true for the 
ERP. Even among experts, opinions vary widely32.  Therefore, careful governance will be required 
around its periodic assessment. The likelihood is that the trustees will reassess the expected long-

 
32 See for example https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3861152 The survey shows an average market risk 
premium for the US (1,756 respondents) of 5.5%, with a range from 3.1% to 8%.  

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3861152
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term return only once a year, possibly less frequently.  Also, to ensure continuity, constraints may be 
placed on the extent to which expected return will be allowed to vary from one year to the next. 

This paper assumes a constant total return of 4% a year in the smoothing formula. Table 8 below 
shows how the charts of market and smoothed indices would have looked if the formula assumed a 
total return of 5% a year instead of 4% (“p” = 1% in both cases). 

 

7. Conclusions 

In their book “Radical Uncertainty”, authors John Kay and Mervyn King stress the importance of 
asking “What is going on here?” Answering the question for AE pensions, the first observation is that 
scheme cashflows will be positive for decades to come, and member outcomes will be optimised by 
investing as much as possible in equities. That is the universal advice to young contributors and is 
manifested in high equity contents for AE default funds at young ages. 

The response to the question would continue by observing that, from the scheme’s perspective, falls 
in market values are good news, at least in the early decades, when cashflows are positive, because 
they allow trustees to acquire assets cheaply for members. Yet the conventional view is that falls in 
market values are bad news for older members, so much so that they are advised to reduce the 
equity content of their pension pots in the run-up to and after retirement, and to replace them with 
bonds and cash, which are expected to yield lower returns, with associated lower risk. Therefore, the 
scheme as a whole sacrifices return by investing a significant proportion of its assets in lower- yielding 
bonds and cash.  A high-level estimate is that the expected value of AE assets (including for retired 
members) after 60 years under a “lifestyling” approach as set out in Appendix 1 is less than half the 
corresponding value under a smoothed equity approach. 

The insight in this paper is that market values don’t have to be obeyed blindly. Freed from this 
straitjacket, the conundrum of how to spare older and retired members from having to shift funds from 
equities to bonds in order to protect their value in volatile markets is resolved by stipulating that 
member transactions with the scheme take place at smoothed values rather than market values.  At a 
stroke, this cuts the volatility of returns to a fraction of what it would be if transactions were     at 
market values. Most importantly, it allows members to stay fully invested in equities for life. 
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The paper shows that smoothed values, calculated as per the formula in the paper, equate to market 
values on average. They can stray for a time, in either direction, but the formula eventually brings 
them back into balance.  For AE members, purchases and sales are both spread over decades, so 
everyone can be reasonably assured of getting fair value in the long-term. 

The paper also shows that, when cashflows eventually turn negative and assets must be sold at 
market prices prevailing at time of sale, the same smoothed approach can still be applied in a manner 
that is fair to all, even to the point of ensuring equitable treatment of the last survivors if the scheme is 
closed entirely to new contributions and assets fall to zero. This is a challenge that                     other 
approaches, most notably CDC (Collective Defined Contribution) fail adequately to address, because 
of the tension between the commitment to level contributions at scheme level and the inexorable rise 
in required contributions at individual level as members age. The only requirement under the 
smoothed approach is that cashflows remain positive for long enough to allow the scheme to cover its 
costs from management charges and to establish a modest buffer account.  That point should be 
reached within 15 to 20 years at most. Projections indicate that cashflows will remain positive for 
considerably longer, so this objective will be readily achieved. 

The value for money under the proposed approach is enhanced further by lower costs, particularly 
post-retirement, but also pre-retirement. Pre-retirement, the NEST scheme, for example, has 46 
default funds, one for each planned future retirement age.  Each fund must be valued and priced daily 
and units allocated to or cashed from members’ accounts at prices prevailing on those dates. Under 
the smoothed equity approach, there will be just one fund, which will only need to be valued once a 
month, maybe even once a quarter. Returns will be quoted like interest rates rather than as 
movements in unit prices, making the fund simpler for members to understand and for trustees to 
administer. 

From retirement onwards, cost savings are greater. Retired workers will remain as members of the 
scheme, enjoying equity returns at deposit-like volatility. They will not have to leave at retirement, 
incurring frictional and out-of-market opportunity costs in transitioning from active to retired status, 
and without incurring higher charges for administration and asset management. Also, by remaining in 
the smoothed fund and making regular withdrawals from it, retired members will have no need for 
investment advice, the cost of which can take a large chunk from a small pension pot. 

The big question is whether the smoothed approach would survive a prolonged market downturn, 
which could cause smoothed values to exceed market values for long periods.  The paper shows that, 
even in a severe downturn (e.g., UK total return index falling more than 40% from peaks in 1999 and 
2007), the ratio of smoothed to market value never gets close to the point at which it would     be 
worthwhile for a young or middle-aged worker to consider moving from the smoothed to a market-
based scheme.  The relative insensitivity of smoothed returns to external market conditions in the 
scheme’s early years, as shown in table 3 (page 14), provides further reassurance. 

If markets keep falling over many years, smoothed returns will eventually turn negative, but the risk is 
mitigated by new cashflows being invested at lower prices in falling markets, and the benefits of those 
improved terms being shared across the membership.  Even in the catastrophic Japanese market 
conditions after 1989, studied in Section 3, over a decade of almost uninterrupted falls is required for 
negative smoothed returns to make their first appearance, by which time market values (including 10 
years of reinvested dividends) are down more than 60%. 

The smoothed approach delivers better value for the vast majority of members even if they are being 
asked to contribute when smoothed value exceeds 150% of market value. The cross-over point, at 
which it is theoretically advisable for a contributor to consider moving to a market-based arrangement, 
is lower at older ages. In the hypothetical example of a scheme starting at the end of the dotcom 
boom, and funds invested in the UK market, a worker who was close to retirement in September 
2002, when smoothed value was 140% of market value, would be theoretically best advised to move 
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to a market-based arrangement, noting of course that they would only be allowed to move for new 
contributions, and they would be precluded from re-joining for three years.  At that point, though, the 
worker would have seen steady growth in their smoothed account, up 7% from the start of 2000, 
compared to a loss of more than 40% if they had opted instead for a market- based arrangement from 
the start. In those circumstances, a behavioural psychologist might argue that the member would be 
more likely to stick with the smoothed approach, whatever the theoretical merits of moving. 

It is important to stress that the smoothed equity approach is not for everyone. Contributors who are 
prepared to accept the volatility of stock markets pre- and post-retirement, or who think that they or 
their advisers have an edge in forecasting markets, are excluded from this general rule. Workers in 
these categories may do better by staying outside the smoothed scheme. Such people will generally 
be high earners and will probably already have alternative pensions in place. Therefore, they will not 
be part of the target group for auto-enrolment. Experience shows that the vast majority of workers 
(around 99% of NEST members) have no desire to manage their own investments. 

Another question asked by critics is how the scheme’s balance sheet will be presented when 
smoothed value exceeds market value. The answer is that the liability under the smoothed approach 
is not the current smoothed value of the assets, but their smoothed value in the long- term.  Provided 
that the trustees can satisfy themselves (and their auditors and regulator) that smoothed value will 
equate to market value on average when liabilities eventually crystallise (on death or at/in retirement), 
then it matters not whether smoothed value is above or below market value at a balance sheet date.   
Analysis shows that it will be relatively straightforward for the trustees to satisfy this requirement33. 

The longevity proposals in Section 5 eliminate the risk of retirees outliving their savings, without 
forcing them to part with a portion of their capital and allowing them to continue to reap the rewards of 
equity returns at low volatility. They can have their cake and eat it.  All they will be asked to sacrifice is 
a portion of the investment return from age 75. 

Existing market-based AE schemes can continue alongside the smoothed scheme. Longer term, the 
better value and lower volatility of returns under the smoothed approach should see it capturing a high 
proportion of the overall AE market. 

When the smoothed AE scheme has been in place for a number of years, it should be possible to 
extend it to DB retirees and to retirees from non-AE DC arrangements, resulting in gains for both 
sponsors and retirees. For example, at current interest rates, the cost to a DB sponsor of a level 
pension for a new retiree could be (say) 21 times the yearly pension. Assuming an expected return 
from equities of 4% a year more than from bonds, the retiree could reasonably expect a 25% higher 
pension from the smoothed fund at a 20% lower cost to the sponsor. In deciding which to choose, the 
retiree (or their adviser) would need to balance the risk of the 4% ERP not being realised against the 
expectation of a 25% higher pension if it is realised, with the added advantages in the smoothed fund 
of flexible drawdown, unused capital returned on death, etc.   Similar offers could be made to retirees 
from non-AE DC arrangements. 

In both cases, the trustees would need to take steps to minimise the risk of anti-selection by, for 
example, stipulating that transfers to the smoothed scheme must be phased over (say) five years, 
with “interest” at (say) the risk-free rate plus 1% a year being credited on amounts yet to be 
transferred.  The purpose in spreading transfers over a number of years would be to minimise the risk 
of sponsors and retirees opting for the smoothed scheme when smoothed value is less than market 
value but eschewing it when smoothed value exceeds market value.  This refinement introduces an 

 
33 See for example pages 51-52 of the paper: https://web.actuaries.ie/sites/default/files/2021-   
01/AE%20paper%20for%20SAI%20CFagan%206%20Jan%202021.pdf which explore the hypothetical example of a single 
contribution on 1 January 1990, invested in the Japanese market. 
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element of leverage to the smoothed scheme, the implications of which will require careful 
consideration before implementing it. 

The above musings on how the proposed approach might be extended to DB retirees and to retirees 
from non-AE DC arrangements are tentative and will require detailed evaluation. What the paper has 
demonstrated however is that the smoothed equity approach meets the brief of delivering a low-cost 
affordable pension to the majority of the population, and of ensuring that trustees and investment 
managers take a long view on investments, one conducive to investing sustainably. 

Appendix 1. Estimating the added value of the smoothed approach to auto-
enrolled pensions 

This appendix estimates the added value of the proposed smoothed approach compared to the 
current AE regime.  AE contributors who are happy to embrace the volatility of equity returns pre- and 
post-retirement and who don’t have to pay for investment advice post-retirement are excluded from 
the comparison.  Such contributors are in the minority. Close to 99% of AE members opt for the 
default investment approach pre-retirement and can reasonably be expected follow a similar 
investment strategy post-retirement. They will be the biggest beneficiaries of the smoothed approach. 

Under the approach proposed in this paper, members will remain in the smoothed scheme post- 
retirement (after taking the retirement gratuity), earning equity returns and benefiting from lower 
(Group) charges for administration and asset management. The comparison is therefore between: 

• Under AE as it currently operates, a default investment strategy pre-retirement followed post-
retirement by an annuity or a drawdown product with an asset mix as below; and 

• Under the smoothed approach, 100% in equities pre- and post-retirement, with market values 
smoothed as per the formula in the paper to reduce the volatility of returns quoted to members. 

The assumed default investment strategy pre-retirement under the current regime is 80% equities, 
20% bonds until 10 years before retirement, with the mix changing gradually to 50% equities, 50% 
bonds by retirement date. At retirement, members are assumed to take a 25% gratuity and to invest 
the other 75% in an individual drawdown product with the same investment mix as just before 
retirement, i.e., 50% in equities, 50% in bonds34.  These proportions are assumed to remain constant 
until death35 (average 22 years assumed from retirement to death36).  Retired members are assumed 
to make level annual withdrawals, and to aim to leave a residual balance on death of 10% of the 
account value at retirement. 

Other assumptions required to complete the comparison are as follows: 

• Average long-term return on equities 4% a year higher than on bonds.  Alternative calculation 
assumes a 3% p.a. higher average return on equities37. 

 
34 The average equity content post-retirement is probably more than 50% for affluent retirees, who can afford to take investment 
risk, and less than 50% for less affluent retirees. Most AE retirees are in the latter category. 
35 The likelihood is that the equity content reduces further at advanced ages. This possibility has been ignored, as has the 
possibility of retirees buying annuities (implying 100% in bonds) either at retirement or at an older age. The assumed 
equity/bond mix can be interpreted as an average during retirement. 
36 Average life expectancy from retirement is less, but retirees opting for drawdown must plan on the basis that they will outlive 
expectations. 
37 Calculations assume a bond yield of 1½% a year, and level contributions and withdrawals. Results would be similar if 
contributions and withdrawals were assumed to increase with inflation, with a corresponding increase in bond and equity yields. 
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• Post-retirement, average charge for administration and asset management of 0.9% a year under 
the current regime compared to 0.5% under the smoothed approach. The difference is mainly due 
to different terms for individual and group buyers. 

• Post-retirement, average charge for investment advice of 0.6% a year. No corresponding charge 
under the smoothed approach.38 

• Pre-retirement, charge of 0.5% a year for admin and asset management under both approaches, 
although the cost of the smoothed approach is assumed to be 0.3% a year in the longer term, 
with the 0.2% saving being transferred to the buffer account. Savings will result mainly from the 
lower cost of administering a single pooled fund.  Also, fund valuations will only be required 
monthly or possibly even quarterly under the smoothed approach, versus daily valuations 
required at present under AE. 

On these assumptions, the smoothed approach delivers almost 70% better value for a young 
contributor, falling to 50% better value for someone in mid-career, and to 33% for a contributor five 
years from retirement. 

The relative value differs between gratuity and pension. For someone who contributes to the 
smoothed fund for their entire working life, the pension under the smoothed approach is 85% higher 
than under a lifestyle approach, while the gratuity is 32% higher. These relativities reflect the much 
better value of the smoothed approach post-retirement, due to a combination of higher investment 
returns (100% in equities versus an assumed 50% in equities under a lifestyle DC approach), lower 
administration costs and no charge for post-retirement investment advice (in combination, assumed to 
be worth another 1% a year in retirement). The estimated 70% overall better value for the smoothed 
approach allows for the relative weightings of cash and pension in the overall retirement package. 
However, the gratuity could represent a lower percentage of the fund at retirement for workers in this 
category if the gratuity is restricted to 1½ times’ earnings.  Thus, the value of the overall package 
under the smoothed approach for someone in this category could be more than 70% higher than 
under a lifestyle approach. 

For a worker who joins the smoothed scheme in mid-career, the overall package under the smoothed 
approach is worth approximately 50% more than under a conventional lifestyle approach, 
approximately 33% more for someone who joins with five years to go to retirement. 

The above comparative figures assume an average Equity Risk Premium of 4% a year. The 
corresponding figures if the long-term ERP is 3% a year rather than 4% are as follows (with similar 
clarifications and qualifications): 

 
38 Charges for investment advice vary widely. The cost (as a percentage of assets under management) is higher for smaller 
pension pots. 
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Appendix 2. How the proposal meets the brief from the Institute and Faculty of 
Actuaries 

Originality of ideas to address the question posed 

The core idea, that all member transactions with the scheme take place at smoothed rather than 
market values, is original (to the best of the author’s knowledge). So too is the longevity proposal, 
which guarantees retired members an income for life without requiring them to sacrifice a portion of 
their capital and allowing them to continue to benefit from equity returns at low volatility. 

Practicality in how the ideas could be translated into policy and actions 

Translating the ideas into policy and actions should be straightforward. The reformed auto- enrolment 
scheme will require less functionality than already exists for AE, so existing architecture will more than 
suffice.  New legislation will be required, prohibiting transfers in or out of the smoothed scheme, and 
specifying the percentage of account value that must be taken in cash at retirement (e.g., 25%), with 
the remainder (e.g., 75%) being taken in the form of regular (monthly) withdrawals (“pension 
payments”) from retirement onwards. These restrictions on members’ freedom are justified by the 
higher benefits and by the assurance that leavers with “paid-up” entitlements will be treated exactly 
the same as continuing members. They will be credited with the same investment returns and will be 
charged the same admin and investment fees. 

Existing AE schemes will be allowed to continue as at present. 

A clear evidence base that has informed the thinking and conclusions in the paper 

The evidence base that has informed the thinking and conclusions in the paper includes the expert 
consensus that equities are expected to outperform bonds by a significant margin in future; the almost 
universal advice to pension savers to invest heavily in equities when young but to shift to less risky/ 
lower expected return assets as retirement approaches; and the consensus among pension advisers 
that buyers of drawdown products, particularly those of modest means, should pursue cautious 
investment strategies in retirement. The evidence base extends to the author’s use of smoothing 
techniques similar to those described in the paper in managing his own pension for many years; and 
his involvement (with another retired actuary, who also helped develop the ideas in this paper) in an 
ongoing campaign to prevent DC retirees and other retail investors being sold unsuitable products 
with high charges. 

An analysis of both the risks and the opportunities if the author’s ideas were adopted 

The paper analyses in detail the risk that some members will try to exploit, to their advantage and to 
other members’ disadvantage, situations where smoothed values differ significantly from market 
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values.  It focuses particularly on the risk of workers ceasing contributions if smoothed value exceeds 
market value.  It also analyses the risks if markets experience a prolonged downturn, resulting in 
negative smoothed returns.  The main opportunity analysed in the paper is the expectation of 
significantly higher benefits under the smoothed equity approach than under an alternative 
arrangement that involves “lifestyle” investing pre-retirement and a 50:50 mix of equities and bonds in 
retirement. 

Investment needs to be premised on societal needs of levelling up and the green transition. 

In contrast with the UK’s current auto-enrolment system, which aims to meet investment objectives at 
the level of the individual member, the proposed approach will look at the scheme as a whole and the 
expectation of positive cashflows for decades into the future. The consequent lengthening of the 
investment horizon, which will be reinforced by the prohibition on transfers, will allow trustees to take 
a very long view when setting investment objectives, and will ensure that investment is premised on 
societal needs and the green transition. It will also allow the trustees to invest a higher proportion of 
cashflows in illiquid assets, including infrastructure, than is possible at present. 

Infrastructure and other illiquid assets can deliver enhanced value to society and excellent returns to 
investors. 

The levelling up objective will be achieved by investing members’ funds in equities for the entire 
duration of their membership, including in retirement. At present, this luxury is normally confined to 
affluent retirees, who can afford to take the risk. Less affluent retirees are generally advised to invest 
a high proportion of their funds in bonds, with the expectation of lower long-term returns. 

The proposal should be cognisant of long-term trends such as increasing longevity, long term 
care and the technological landscape 

The proposal is cognisant of long-term trends under a number of headings.  One long-term trend is for 
“retirement” to be a more fluid concept than in the past. The proposal recognises this trend. 

Contributors may retire at any age, without actuarial adjustment for “early” or “late” retirement: they 
just start drawing from their pension accounts. They will also have the option of working part- time and 
of taking a lower pension. The proposal can address the challenge of long-term care in a similar 
fashion: the regular withdrawal amount can be increased to help defray the cost of long-term care, 
recognising of course that any increase in withdrawal amount depletes the account value (i.e.,  it is 
not an insurance solution).  The flexibility outlined above is possible because the pension account can 
be viewed as a form of deposit account. The proposed restrictions to counter the risk of anti-selection 
(i.e., to prevent retired members from withdrawing more when smoothed value exceeds market value 
or less when smoothed value is less than market value) will not apply if withdrawal amounts are being 
varied for reasons of personal need or for wider demographic or economic reasons (e.g., inflation) 
rather than for financial reasons. 

The paper’s proposal for longevity protection allows for significant mortality improvements between 
now and when the first retirees reach age 75. The proposed deduction from account values (2.45% 
per annum) from age 75 for members opting for longevity protection is based on the projected survival 
rates of Table 4.  Subject to regulatory approval, trustees may vary the deduction if mortality rates 
differ from those projected and they may also change the age at which members may opt for longevity 
protection, to ensure fairness across generations. 
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